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Video Coding With Fixed-Length Packetization
for a Tandem Channel

Yushi Shen, Pamela C. Cosman, Senior Member, IEEE, and Laurence B. Milstein, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—A robust scheme is presented for the efficient trans-
mission of packet video over a tandem wireless Internet channel.
This channel is assumed to have bit errors (due to noise and fading
on the wireless portion of the channel) and packet erasures (due to
congestion on the wired portion). First, we propose an algorithm
to optimally switch between intracoding and intercoding for a
video coder that operates on a packet-switched network with
fixed-length packets. Different re-synchronization schemes are
considered and compared. This optimal mode selection algorithm
is integrated with an efficient channel encoder, a cyclic redundancy
check outer coder concatenated with an inner rate-compatible
punctured convolutional coder. The system performance is both
analyzed and simulated. Last, the framework is extended to
operate on a time-varying wireless Internet channel with feedback
information from the receiver. Both instantaneous feedback and
delayed feedback are evaluated, and an improved method of re-
fined distortion estimation for encoding is presented and simulated
for the case of delayed feedback.

Index Terms—Mode switching, packet-switched networks,
tandem channel, video compression, wireless internet.

I. INTRODUCTION

PACKET video is becoming a significant portion of traffic
over wireless and wireline networks. However, network

congestion and wireless channel errors can yield tremendous
packet loss and, thus, degrade the video quality. The transmitted
bitstream should be organized to minimize the possible corrup-
tion and error propagation.

Motion compensation, or intercoding, is a basic and efficient
approach for video coding. However, it may suffer from poten-
tially severe error propagation, because a single error in a frame
may corrupt all subsequent frames if intercoding is used repeat-
edly. Intracoding, by encoding the current macroblock (MB)
by itself, can stop error propagation, but this mode is usually
much more costly in bits than intercoding. Thus, it is desired to
switch between intra- and intercoding intelligently according to
channel conditions, to achieve the right balance between com-
pression efficiency and robustness.

We are interested in using fixed-length packets over tandem
channels, whereby we mean a channel that has both wireline
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and wireless links, and so experiences both packet erasures due
to congestion on the wireline component, and bit errors due to
noise and fading on the wireless component of the link. Video
communications over tandem channels has been addressed in
references such as [1]–[4].

The ROPE algorithm for inter/intramode selection was pro-
posed in [5]; it used variable length packets and was designed
for a packet erasure channel whose loss rate is fixed and known.
Our work uses distortion estimation and mode switching in the
style of the ROPE algorithm, but for more complex channels, so
significant modifications are needed.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we derive a
modified ROPE algorithm for fixed-length packets with two dif-
ferent re-synchronization approaches. Both analysis and simula-
tion results suggest that the performance of fixed-length packets
is worse than that of variable-length packets. We also com-
pare different re-synchronization approaches. In Section III, we
study video coding over a constant tandem channel with both bit
errors and packet erasures. By means of a well-designed con-
catenated channel coder, the tandem channel can dynamically
be treated as a simple erasure channel by the source encoder;
thus, the modified ROPE algorithm can be used. In Section IV,
we extend our framework to the scenario where the channel has
time-correlated variation, and a feedback channel is used to tell
the encoder about the channel status. The performance is evalu-
ated with both instantaneous and delayed feedback information.
Conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. OPTIMAL MODE SWITCHING WITH

FIXED-LENGTH PACKETS

In video compression, typically each frame is segmented into
MBs of size 16 16 pixels. One horizontal row or slice of MBs
is called a group of blocks (GOB). The encoding mode and
the quantization step are selected for each MB individually in
DCT-based video encoders such as MPEG-2 and MPEG-4. In
a packetized transmission system, the compressed bit stream is
then sent by either variable-length or fixed-length packets.

For variable-length packets, each GOB can be carried in a
separate packet; a short packet header says which GOB is in the
packet. One packet loss entails loss of the whole GOB, without
affecting decoding of other packets (GOBs). The loss rate of a
pixel equals the packet erasure rate.

For fixed-length packets, packet boundaries are rarely GOB
or MB boundaries. Thus, when one packet is lost, the decoder
will be unable to interpret the start of the next one. We refer
to this as loss of synchronization. As packet loss causes bits
in the next (and perhaps subsequent) packets to be lost, the
loss rate of pixels exceeds the packet erasure rate due to loss

1057-7149/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Example of re-sync per GOB.

of synchronization. We propose two methods to efficiently
re-synchronize. re-synchronization once per GOB, and once
per packet.

In this section, we lay the groundwork for the tandem wire-
line/wireless channel to be presented in Section III. For ease of
combining source coding with channel coding, our scheme will
employ fixed-length packets. Since most previous work in this
general area has been done with variable-length packets, and
since, as will become obvious by the end of this section, fixed-
length packets do not perform as well as do variable-length
packets, we use this section to describe in detail the fixed-length
packet system, and to compare its performance to that of a vari-
able-packet scheme.

More specifically, in this section, we concentrate on the per-
formance of a system employing fixed-length packets over an
erasure channel, where the erasure rate is constant and known
by the encoder. This model will be used to represent the wireline
component of the tandem channel. In Section III, we will add the
wireless component, and this latter component will be modeled
as the concatenation of an inner RCPC coder and an outer error
detection code. Thus, it, too, will function as a packet erasure
channel to the source encoder.

A. Encoding With Re-Synchronization per GOB

This method inserts re-synchronizing bits at the beginning
of each GOB. Video in QCIF format contains 9 11 MBs, so
there are 9 GOBs per frame. With a frame rate of 30 frames
per second, and bit rate of 450 kbps, each GOB occupies about
450 k/(30 9) bits on the average, or 1667 bits. Therefore, for
packet sizes in the range of 400 to 800 bits, usually the bits
corresponding to one GOB will be split into several packets.

We use the first bit of each packet to tell whether there is a new
GOB in this packet. If there is, the next 9 or 10 bits (depending
on the packet length) indicate the new GOBs starting location.
The frame/GOB number follows. In this case, an MB will not
be reconstructable at the decoder if either the packet containing
this MB is lost, or any of the former MBs in the same GOB are
lost. If any of the former MBs are lost, the decoder will lose
synchronization until the next re-sync information is received;
thus, the remaining MBs of the current GOB will be unrecon-
structable even if the decoder receives the following packets. It
is possible, although unlikely, for the compressed bit stream of
one MB to extend over several packets. For simplicity, we as-

sume the decoder loses the whole MB if any one of these packets
is lost.

We count the packet number from the first packet of each
GOB. Assume the current MB extends to packet of this GOB.
The probability that this MB can be reconstructed at the decoder
is the probability that all packets of this GOB are received
by the decoder. This equals , where is the packet
erasure rate. If denotes the probability that an MB cannot
be reconstructed at the decoder, we have

. For example, in Fig. 1, for GOB1, for MB1
to MB4, for MB5 to MB9, and for MB10 and
MB11. For MB10, we have .

When an MB is lost, the decoder uses a temporal conceal-
ment method. The three nearest MBs above the lost MB are de-
noted , , from left to right. Their motion vectors (MVs)
define the substitute motion vector (SMV), where the SMV in-
dicates which MB in the previous frame will be used for con-
cealment. We assume, if any of , , and were intracoded,
that its . First, if MB is lost, then so are and

, and we set . If the decoder knows , but not
and , we set the SMV equal to the MV of . If both and
survive, but not , we set the SMV equal to the MV of . Last,
if the decoder has all of , and , we set the SMV equal to
their median MV. When the current MB belongs to the top GOB
of this frame, we set , and if the lost MB is on the
side of the frame, we use the MV of the MB directly above.

We are ready to derive the expected decoder distortion per
pixel for this case. Using the notation from [5], denotes orig-
inal frame , which is compressed and reconstructed at the en-
coder as (only quantization error is considered). The (pos-
sibly error-concealed) reconstruction at the receiver is denoted
by (including quantization error, error propagation, packet
loss and concealment distortion). The encoder does not know

, and treats it as a random variable.
Let denote the original value of pixel in frame , and let
denote its encoder reconstruction. The reconstructed value at

the decoder, possibly after error concealment, is denoted by .
The expected distortion for pixel is

(1)

Calculation of requires the first and second moments of the
random variable of the estimated image sequence . To com-
pute these, recursion functions are developed in [5], in which it
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Fig. 2. Example of re-sync per packet.

is necessary to separate out the cases of intra- and intercoded
MBs. Here, since we use a modified pixel loss rate and a modi-
fied concealment method for fixed-length packets, the recursion
formulas must be modified.

For each MB and for each mode selection and quan-
tization step, we determine the packet number for the
current MB and . , , are the
three nearest MBs above this MB from left to right. We de-
fine some probabilities as follows: , and

, where “lost” means not
reconstructable at the decoder and “received” means recon-
structable. We also define ,
and . Simi-
larly, ,

, and .
We obtain

(2)

(3)

(4)

where is the number of packets that spans from the be-
ginning of its GOB, is the number of packets that spans
beyond the end of the packet with , and is the number of
packets that spans beyond the end of the packet with . Note
that since we assume is known at the encoder, the probabilities
required in (2)–(4) will be computed and stored at the time the
MBs are encoded.

Let , , and correspond to the pixels in the previous
frame that are used to conceal pixel , using the MV of ,
and , respectively, and let correspond to the pixel for con-
cealment using the median of the MVs of these three MBs. For
an intracoded MB, with probability . If the cur-
rent packet is lost, and if is also lost (with probability ),
so are and , then because the SMV is set to (0,
0). Given is received (with probability ), if is lost
and so is , then ; if is received but is lost,
then ; last, if both and are received, .
Thus, the two moments for a pixel in an intracoded MB are given
by

(5)

(6)

For an intercoded MB, assume the true MV of current pixel
is predicted from pixel in the previous frame. Thus, the en-

coder prediction of this pixel is . The prediction error
is compressed and the quantized residue is . So, the encoder
reconstruction is . The encoder transmits
and the MV. If received, the decoder knows and the MV, but
must use its own reconstruction of pixel in the previous frame

, which may differ from the encoder value . Thus, the
decoder reconstruction of pixel is given by .
The moments of for a pixel in an intercoded MB are given
by

(7)

(8)

Last, since the first frame must be intracoded, and we also
assume the first frame is not lost, the initial conditions of the
recursion are given as: and .
These recursions are performed at the encoder to calculate the
expected distortion at the decoder. The encoder uses this to op-
timally choose the coding mode for each MB.

B. Encoding With Re-Synchronization per Packet

For re-sync per packet, we insert a header at the front of each
packet, telling the location (within the packet) of the beginning
of the first MB and its frame/GOB/MB number. All zero loca-
tion bits are used in the very unlikely case that a packet does not
contain the beginning of any MB. A typical illustration is given
in Fig. 2. Now, an MB can be reconstructed at the decoder if
and only if all packets that contain this MB are received. So,
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TABLE I
CONCEALMENT METHOD FOR DIFFERENT SITUATIONS

Fig. 3. Illustration of event d and the corresponding probability P . (a) The end of A happens to be the boundary of a packet, so P = 0. (b) Three situations in
which A and B share (at least partly share) a same packet, so P = p.

we count the number of packets that include this MB. The
probability that an MB cannot be reconstructed at the decoder
is . Because usually the com-
pressed bit stream corresponding to one MB is much smaller
than the fixed packet length, usually equals 1 or 2. For ex-
ample, in Fig. 2, for GOB1, for all MBs except MB5
and MB10 for which .

The concealment method also needs to be modified. Denote
the three nearest MBs above the current decoding MB as ,
and , from left to right. This time, loss of does not necessarily
mean loss of or . With re-sync per packet, it is possible that

and are received but is lost, although this is very unlikely
because it means occupies more than one packet. For this situ-
ation, if only one of or is intercoded, we set the SMV equal
to the MV of the intercoded one; if both are intercoded, we use
the MV with smaller value. Let denote the pixel used for con-
cealment under this situation. We summarize all the situations,
the pixels used to conceal, and the corresponding probabilities,
in Table I. For example, the first line means , and are all
lost, we use pixel in the previous frame for the concealment
(i.e., ), and the probability corresponding to this
situation is . Also, a modified treatment is needed for spe-
cial cases when the MBs are on the boundaries of a frame.

Equations (2)–(4) are still valid to compute , and
, respectively, for re-sync per packet, except that here

means the number of packets that include . The parameters
and have the same definitions as before, e.g., is the number
of packets that spans beyond the end of the packet with . If

is the event that the packet shared by and is received at
the decoder, means this packet is lost. As illustrated in Fig. 3,

if and only if the end of happens to be the boundary
of a packet, and, thus, the packet shared by and does not
exist (this situation is very unlikely), otherwise . Also

. Then, we can compute
as follows:

(9)

Similarly, to compute and , we define the event
that the packet shared by and is received at the decoder,
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and except if the end of happens to be the boundary
of a packet, in which case . Then

shares the same packet with
no common packet for and

(10)

shares the same packet with
no common packet for and

(11)

At last, we have the following conditional probability in (12),
shown at the bottom of the page, and we can calculate in
a similar fashion. With these, we compute the probability terms
in Table I.

The expected distortion for pixel is given by (1). For each
MB and for each mode selection and quantization step, we first
calculate the loss probability , where is the
number of packets that contain this MB. Then, for an intracoded
MB, with probability , corresponding to correct
receipt of the MB. The recommended concealment method is
used if the current MB is lost. The two moments for a pixel in
an intracoded MB are given by

(13)

(14)

Similarly, for an intercoded MB, assume the true MV of cur-
rent pixel is predicted from pixel in the previous frame. The
first and second moments of for a pixel in an intercoded MB
are given by

(15)

(16)

C. Rate-Distortion Framework

We take into account the expected distortion due to both com-
pression and transmission errors for optimal mode switching.
The distortion is computed recursively by the formulas given
above for the two possible re-synchronization schemes sepa-
rately. We incorporate this overall expected distortion within the
rate-distortion framework at the encoder, to optimally switch be-
tween intra and intercoding on a MB basis. The goal is to mini-
mize the total distortion subject to a bit rate constraint .

This problem is an unconstrained Lagrangian minimization,
where the algorithm minimizes the total cost .
Individual MB contributions to this cost are additive, so it can
be minimized on a MB basis [6]. Therefore, the encoding mode
and the quantization parameter (QP) for each MB are chosen by
minimizing

(17)

where the distortion is the sum of the distortion contribu-
tions of the individual pixels ( s), and is calculated by (1),
where the first and second moments of are given by (5) to (8)
for re-sync per GOB, and by (13) to (16) for re-sync per packet.

Rate control is achieved by modifying . As in ROPE [5], we
update per frame via

(18)

where is the target encoding bit rate, , and is
set to be 70.

The coding mode and QP are chosen to minimize the La-
grangian cost. For each choice of mode and QP, the encoder
computes the number of bits needed for the current MB, the re-
construction failure probability , the individual pixel distor-
tions, and . The algorithm chooses the mode/step size such
that and minimize . Since QP ranges from 1 to 31,
and the mode has two choices (intra or inter), this algorithm op-
timizes over 62 potential combinations.

As to the complexity of this approach, a computational
burden is incurred in computing the probabilities corresponding
to the different concealment scenarios and the two moments of

shares the same packet with

no common packet for and
(12)
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Fig. 4. PSNR performance versus packet loss rate. (a) Carphone QCIF at 200 kbps and 30 fps. (b) Container QCIF at 100 kbps and 15 fps.

for each mode choice for each pixel. For re-sync per GOB,
for each pixel, the algorithm typically needs about 8 addition/
multiplication operations to calculate , and ,
and about 32 addition/multiplication operations to calculate the
two moments in (5) to (8) (note that the identical concealment
for both intra- and intercoding reduces the complexity). For
re-sync per packet, for each pixel, the algorithm typically
requires about 36 addition/multiplication operations to create
Table I, and about 42 addition/multiplication operations to
calculate the two moments in (13) to (16). This complexity
is comparable to that of the original ROPE algorithm, which
needs about 27 operations to calculate the two moments for
each pixel [5]. Also, note that all the complexity mentioned
above is incurred only at the encoder.

D. Performance Analysis and Simulation Results

We anticipate that fixed-length packets will perform worse
than variable GOB-length packets. Three kinds of penalties
explain this performance downgrade. Rate penalty comes from
sending re-sync information. Re-synchronization per packet
involves more re-sync bits than re-sync per GOB. For a shorter
fixed packet length, re-sync bits are sent more often. Division
penalty arises because usually bits of one GOB extend over
several fixed-length packets. For example, suppose GOB1
is encoded into packets and , and suppose packet and
MB boundaries coincide. Similarly GOB2 is encoded into
packets and . Under the same packet erasure rate, losing
one variable-length packet which contains an entire GOB, is
equivalent to losing two fixed-length packets. However, losing
two fixed-length packets means losing more than one GOB on
the average because of sync loss. For example, if packets
and are lost and we re-sync once per GOB, both GOBs will
be entirely lost. A smaller fixed packet length entails a more
severe division penalty. If we re-sync once per packet, this
penalty will still exist, but will be smaller. Boundary penalty
occurs whenever the boundary of a lost fixed-length packet is
not exactly the boundary of an MB (or GOB). Suppose packet

contains a few bits of GOB2; losing packet causes the loss
of half of GOB1 and the entire GOB2 if we re-sync per GOB.
It causes the loss of half of GOB1 and the first MB of GOB2

if we re-sync per packet. Losing two such packets at different
points in the stream causes the loss of two GOB halves plus
two additional MBs.

Thus, the performance with fixed-length packets should be
worse than that with variable-length packets. Re-sync per packet
has higher rate penalty but much smaller division and boundary
penalties, so it should yield a better performance than re-sync
per GOB. Note that we assume Internet congestion causes an
equal loss probability for packets of any size.

We will also compare our scheme with the “block-weighted
distortion estimate” (BWDE) [5], with the same two fixed-
length packetization approaches. BWDE assumes that the cur-
rent block is correctly received, while the MBs of the previous
frame may be lost and concealed; thus, the current block may
have concealment distortion because it may be intercoded using
the previous frame. The estimate of decoder distortion is

for intramode and for intermode,
where is the quantization distortion of the current intra-
coded pixel, is the weighted average of the concealment dis-
tortion of the previous frame blocks that are mapped to the cur-
rent MB, and is the quantization distortion of the residual
for the current intercoded pixel. The Lagrangian is
minimized among coding modes and QPs for each MB. Because
this algorithm unrealistically assumes that the current block is
always received, and because the distortion is not additive in its
concealment and quantization components, performance with
BWDE is expected to be worse than with modified ROPE.

In our simulation results, the system was evaluated using
an H.263+ codec with standard QCIF (176 144) video se-
quences at frame rates of 10, 15, or 30 frames per second (fps).
Various target transmission bit rates were tested ranging from
50 to 450 kbps. A random packet loss generator was used
to drop packets with variable erasure rates . Different fixed
packet lengths from 100 to 1000 bits were also tested.

Fig. 4 shows the PSNR performance versus packet erasure
rate. Fig. 4(a) is for the “Carphone” QCIF sequence at 200 kbps
and 30 fps with packet length 400 bits. For a given distortion
estimation method (ROPE or BWDE), variable-length packets
outperform fixed-length packets, and re-sync per packet out-
performs re-sync per GOB. For the ROPE algorithm, from
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Fig. 5. PSNR performance versus target bit rate. (a) Carphone QCIF at 30 fps, with packet erasure rate p = 10%. (b) Container QCIF at 15 fps, with packet
erasure rate p = 5%.

Fig. 6. PSNR performance versus fixed packet length. (a) Carphone QCIF at 200 kbps and 30 fps, with packet erasure rate p = 10%. (b) Container QCIF at
100 kbps and 15 fps, with packet erasure rate p = 5%.

to , re-sync per fixed-length packet is about
0.2–0.4 dB lower than variable-length packets, and about 1.0 dB
higher than re-sync per GOB. At , re-sync per packet
performs slightly worse than re-sync per GOB because only
rate penalty applies. For the same packing method (variable
length, fixed length with re-sync per packet or per GOB),
ROPE outperforms BWDE by about 2.0 dB. Similar trends
appear in Fig. 4(b), which contains results for the “Container”
QCIF image sequence at 100 kbps and 15 fps with 400-bit
fixed-length packets.

Fig. 5 shows PSNR versus transmission rate. Fig. 5(a) is for
“Carphone” at 30 fps with packet length 400 bits and error
rate . For the same distortion estimation method, as
the transmission rate grows, the gap between variable-length
packets and fixed-length with re-sync per packet is nearly
constant. For ROPE, this constant is about 0.35 dB. However,
the gap between variable-length packets and fixed-length with
re-sync per GOB increases dramatically, mostly due to the
more serious division penalty as rate increases. For ROPE,
it goes from 1.0 dB at 100 kbps up to 2.7 dB at 450 kbps.

For the same packing method, ROPE beats BWDE by about
2.0–2.5 dB, and the gap increases with rate. In Fig. 5(b), which
is for “Container” at 15 fps with 400-bit fixed-length packets
and , we observe similar trends.

Fig. 6 shows PSNR versus packet length ranging from 100
bits to 1000 bits. Fig. 6(a) is for “Carphone” at 200 kbps and
30 fps with packet loss rate , and Fig. 6(b) is for “Con-
tainer” at 100 kbps and 15 fps with . For the same dis-
tortion estimation algorithm, a larger fixed packet size leads to
a smaller gap between variable-length and fixed-length packet
results. Again, the ROPE algorithm yields consistent and signif-
icant gains over BWDE.

In summary, to integrate this source encoder with forward
error correction (FEC) to operate over a wireless/Internet
channel, we change the variable-length packetization to
fixed-length packetization, and modify the distortion estima-
tion approach accordingly. In doing this, one pays three kinds
of penalties. Experimental results demonstrated this PSNR
downgrade of about 0.2–0.5 dB. Simulation results also showed
re-sync per packet outperformed re-sync per GOB.
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Fig. 7. System overview.

III. SOURCE AND CHANNEL CODING

OVER WIRELESS/INTERNET

The delivery of packet video over tandem Internet and wire-
less channels is discussed in this section. We assume the wire-
less channel introduces uniform random bit errors with rate ,
and the Internet loses packets with erasure rate . We assume

and are constant and known at the encoder. In practice, this
information may come from a test data sequence and tracking
of channel conditions. The major resource shared between the
source and channel encoders is the given target transmission
rate. If the channel condition is poor (say, ), more
bits are needed for channel error detection and correction; thus,
a smaller bit rate is used for source encoding. The system dia-
gram is shown in Fig. 7. In particular, the wireless component
is modeled as the concatenation of an inner RCPC code and an
outer error detection code; thus, the tandem channel can be dy-
namically converted into a erasure channel for the source en-
coder, and the algorithm proposed in Section II can be easily
re-used. We now discuss each component in detail.

A. Source Encoder

The video source is encoded using the optimal inter/in-
tramode selection algorithm with fixed-length packets (re-sync
per GOB and per packet are analyzed and compared). The mode
selection algorithm was designed for a given output bit rate of
the source coder and a given packet erasure rate. Here we are
given instead the target transmission rate (that is, the output
bit rate of the channel coder), and the wireless bit errors may
increase the packet loss rate if the corrupted packets cannot be
corrected and are, thus, discarded.

Given the bit-error rate , the channel coder (as discussed
below) chooses a rate-compatible punctured convolutional
(RCPC) code with channel code rate from a family of
RCPC codes so as to keep the probability of packet drop
due to uncorrectable bit errors ( ) at about 1% for most
of the transmission rates of interest. The packet erasure rate
due to Internet congestion is ; thus, the total packet loss
rate is

.
Knowing , the transmission target rate and frame rate ,

as well as the fixed packet length, the source encoder determines
the corresponding target source coding output bit rate . With
the target output bit rate of the source coder and the total packet
loss rate , we may use the intra/intermode selection algorithm
directly as derived in Section II.

B. Channel Encoder

We use a concatenated code consisting of a CRC outer coder
and RCPC inner coder. That is, the grouped fixed-length
source information bits are appended with a 16-bit CRC and
zero ending bits to flush the memory and terminate the trellis
decoding in the zero state. Then the ( ) bits are
convolutionally encoded using a rate RCPC coder [7].

CRCs provide error detection with low complexity and flex-
ible block length. The optimal 16-bit CRCs for different packet
lengths are proposed in [8], [9]. In particular, , , and
[8] are typically used for packet lengths less than 151, between
151 and 257, and greater than 257 (and less than 28 658 bits),
respectively. All of these yield a very low probability of unde-
tected error, typically less than .
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RCPC codes are a powerful extension of punctured con-
volutional codes [10], [11]. Here, the RCPC code is chosen
adaptively to make the probability of packet drop due to
uncorrectable bit error about 1%, under the given channel
bit-error rate ( ) for most of the transmission rates
of interest. As a practical matter, the 1% cannot be exactly
achieved, and we used a rate 2/7 RCPC code when ,
a rate 2/3 RCPC code when , a rate 8/9
RCPC code when , and no channel coder
is used if . All of these RCPC codes have a memory

and a puncturing period length 8. The details of their
construction are given in Table III.

To avoid an unacceptable corresponding packet loss rate, the
FEC selection needs to guarantee that the bit-error probability
after correction is very small. Fig. 8(a) shows the relationship
between the bit-error rate and the corresponding packet error
rate without error correction. When bit-error rate is very small
( ), the packet error rate is roughly the product of the
bit-error rate and the fixed packet length. If the bit-error rate is
larger ( ), the corresponding packet error rate goes
up dramatically and reaches nearly 100% as the bit-error rate
goes to 0.02. Thus, a powerful RCPC code is needed to avoid
bad system degradation.

Simulations also show that it is reasonable to choose the
packet drop rate due to uncorrectable bit error to be roughly 1%.
Fig. 8(b) shows the PSNR gap for different target packet drop
rates, where PSNR gap (on the -axis) refers to the average gap
between the PSNR with zero packet drop rate and the PSNR
under the given drop rate over different wireless bit-error rates.
When the drop rate is high, the gap is large, but when the drop
rate goes down to roughly 1%, the PSNR gap is very small.
Returns diminish when the drop rate due to uncorrectable bit
errors is pushed below 1%.

For the efficient detection of uncorrected errors, the serial
list-Viterbi algorithm at the channel decoder was used with a
list of 100 paths [11], [12]. The optimal path in the Viterbi de-
coding is chosen among those paths that satisfy the checksum
equations. If at a given depth of trellis decoding, none satis-
fied the checksum equations, then an uncorrected error is de-
clared and this packet is discarded. The corresponding MBs are
then reconstructed from the previously received MBs using the
concealment methods. Here we check 100 paths; increasing the
number of paths does not necessarily improve the performance
of the system, because we may reach a point where the prob-
ability of undetected errors becomes too high, and it is shown
that dropping the uncorrected packet and using a proper con-
cealment method may give a better result than using an uncor-
rected packet [12].

C. Performance Analysis and Simulation Results

This system was evaluated for the transmission of video over
a tandem channel. The packet erasure rates tested were
and 10%, and bit-error probabilities ranged from to

. The same error patterns were used for all algorithm
versions. Again, we compare modified ROPE and BWDE dis-
tortion estimation.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF FIG. 9 FOR MODIFIED ROPE AND RE-SYNC PER PACKET

Fig. 9 shows PSNR versus bit-error rate from to
. Fig. 9(a) is for “Carphone” at 400 kbps and 30 fps

with packet length 400 bits, and . Fig. 9(b) is for
“Container” at 150 kbps and 15 fps with packet length 400 bits,
and . Results are consistent with our predictions. With
the same distortion estimation method (ROPE or BWDE),
re-sync per packet yields better performance than does re-sync
per GOB; with the same fixed packetization method, modified
ROPE outperforms BWDE. Table II shows parameters for the
simulation for modified ROPE with re-sync per packet. Note
that, as the bit-error rate increases, a lower rate channel coder
is used, and so the bit rate for source coding decreases. The
estimates of the total packet loss rate at the encoder are close
to the actual packet loss rate found at the decoder, consistent
with our goal that the packet loss due to uncorrectable bit error
is about 1%.

Fig. 10(a) shows PSNR versus target transmission rate, and
Fig. 10(b) shows PSNR versus time (frame number) at 300 kbps.
The image sequence is “Salesman” at 10 fps with packet length
800 bits, and . Again re-sync per packet
yields a much better performance than re-sync per GOB, and
modified ROPE outperforms BWDE.

We also compare our system with a recent system [2] which
uses a H.263+ source coder, and a concatenated FEC scheme
employing interlaced Reed-Solomon (RS) codes and RCPC
codes to protect the video data from packet loss and bit errors,
respectively. We compare the performance of our system with
the results given in [2, Fig. 6], where the comparison system is
operated over a wired IP and a wireless Rician fading channel
with parameter . Because sufficient interleaving is assumed
to randomize the burst errors in [2], the SNR of the fade can be
translated to a bit-error rate as follows:

(19)

where and
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TABLE III
RCPC CODES USED IN THE SYSTEM

Fig. 8. Illustration of why we chose the packet drop rate due to uncorrectable bit errors to be 1%. (a) Bit-error rate versus corresponding packet loss rate without
error correction; (b) PSNR gap for different target packet drop rates, “Carphone” QCIF sequence at 10 fps, and fixed-packet length 400.

which are the cumulative Gaussian distribution function and the
modified Bessel function of order zero, respectively. The simu-
lation results are for “Susie” at 128 kbps and 7.5 fps. The com-
parison system generates 9 packets per frame, with the fixed
packet length k bits, and our system is op-
erated with an 800-bit packet. The results are shown in Fig. 11.
Over most bit-error rates, our system outperforms the compar-
ison system by about 0.4 dB. The comparison system outper-
forms ours in a small interval, perhaps because it selects among
a larger set of RS and RCPC codes.

The sensitivity to mismatched channel status is examined in
Fig. 12, where the channel status used at the transmitter for the
optimization mismatches the actual channel status in the net-
work. The figures are for “Carphone” with transmission rate

400 kbps and packet length 400 bits, with re-sync per packet.
Fig. 12(a) is for performance of mismatched bit-error rate under
a correct packet erasure rate estimate. The horizontal axis is the
actual channel bit-error rate; each curve represents the perfor-
mance of the system that persists in using a particular rate RCPC
code (so it is mismatched out of the correct bit-error range). Per-
formance drops dramatically when the actual bit-error rate is
higher than the estimate. The upper bound curve is the perfor-
mance of a properly matched system. Fig. 12(b) illustrates the
mismatched packet erasure rate under a matched 0.001 wire-
less bit-error rate. Again, each curve represents the performance
where a particular packet erasure rate is assumed. At each ac-
tual channel status, the matched estimate yields the best per-
formance, and poorer performance goes along with increasing
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Fig. 9. PSNR performance versus bit-error rate. (a) Carphone QCIF at 400 kbps and 30 fps, p = 10%, and packet length 400 bits. (b) Container QCIF at 150 kbps
and 15 fps, p = 5%. and packet length 400 bits.

Fig. 10. PSNR performance versus transmission rate and versus frame number. (a) Salesman QCIF at 10 fps, p = 10%, and P = 0:01, packet length 800 bits.
(b) Salesman QCIF at 300 kbps and 10 fps, p = 10%, and P = 0:01, packet length 800 bits.

Fig. 11. PSNR performance versus wireless bit-error rate, Susie QCIF with
128 kbps and 7.5 fps, 800-bit fixed packet length for our system, nine packets
per frame for the comparison system.

mismatch. The upper bound curve shows performance of the
matched system.

In many applications, both bit errors and packet erasures
occur in bursts, and the Gilbert–Elliot model is good for cap-
turing bursty loss patterns. A two-state Gilbert–Elliot model
with the states named Good and Bad is illustrated in Fig. 13.
Note that the state transition characteristics are completely
determined by the values and , where, for example,

is the probability that the next state is Good, given the
current state is Good. Then the mean time durations (measured
in number of steps) that the channel is in the Good and Bad
states are and ,
respectively. In Fig. 14, we compare the performance of our
system when used over a constant random channel to that when
the channel is bursty. The top curve is the system performance
for a constant channel with and , which is
the same as the top curve in Fig. 10(a). The lower curve is the
system performance for a channel with a constant ,
while the packet erasures are determined from a Gilbert–Elliot
model utilizing the limiting per_state error probabilities of one
and zero for each packet. We chose and ,
thus , . The overall erasure rate over a long
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Fig. 12. PSNR performance for mismatched system, Carphone QCIF at 400 kbps and 15 fps, with packet length 400 bits. (a) P = 0:001 and p = 0%.
(b) P = 0 and p = 5%.

Fig. 13. Two-state Gilbert–Elliot model.

Fig. 14. PSNR performance versus transmission rate, Salesman QCIF at
10 fps, re-sync per packet, with packet length 800 bits.

period of time, which is equal to the percentage of time that
the channel is in the Bad state, is also 1%. Note that the per-
formance degrades when the channel follows the Gilbert–Elliot
model, because of the mismatch of the channel status, that is,
the transmitter assumes the packet erasure is a constant 10%,
while actually there are two states of erasure rate 0% and 100%
with a certain coherent time.

IV. PERFORMANCE OVER TIME VARYING

CHANNELS WITH FEEDBACK

In the previous sections, we assumed the channel conditions
(packet erasure rate and bit-error rate) are known in advance by
the transmitter, and stay constant. We also assumed that there is
no feedback information from the receiver. However, real chan-
nels are usually time varying, and a backward channel from
the receiver to the transmitter is available in many applications.
Through this feedback channel, the receiver can signal to the
transmitter its estimate of the current channel conditions and
the actual packet loss rate found at the decoder, and the trans-
mitter can adapt its encoding choices accordingly. What is more,
as indicated in [5], the backward channel can also specify lost
packets via acknowledgment (ACK) or negative-acknowledg-
ment (NACK), to obtain additional gain in the performance. We
will extend our system to time-varying channels and feedback.

For convenience, we assume the wireless bit-error rate and
the packet erasure rate are constant for the packets of the same
frame, and they vary from frame to frame. We assume the trans-
mitter knows the channel status correctly for the first frame.
After that, it needs feedback to track channel variation. We also
assume that the feedback link is error free.

A. Feedback of Channel Conditions

Here, we will not include channel estimation; we assume the
decoder can estimate channel conditions correctly and instanta-
neously, and the transmitter will use this error free information,
possibly with some delay, to choose intra/intermodes or adjust
channel code rates.

If the feedback information arrives at the transmitter with neg-
ligible delay, the bit-error rate and packet erasure rate used at the
transmitter match actual channel conditions, so it should yield
the upper limit of the performance of our system for the given
channel model. In practice, there usually exists some feedback
delay due to propagation time or buffering time. We assume a
fixed feedback delay . The transmitter knows the exact channel
conditions of the th frame as it encodes the th frame.
At that time, all frames before the th are already transmitted.
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Due to the memory in the channel, a natural guess is that the
erasure rate and bit-error rate seen by the packets of the th
frame are the same as those seen by the th frame, as that
is the newest feedback information obtained by the transmitter.
With this information, the transmitter first selects the proper
RCPC code according to the bit-error rate, and then the mod-
ified ROPE algorithm does distortion estimation and selects the
mode and QP that minimize the Lagrange (17).

When the ROPE algorithm estimates distortion for the th
frame, it has the first and second moments of the expected dis-
tortions for each pixel in frame . These are used in the
recursive formulas to compute the estimates for frame . With
feedback, the transmitter knows the channel conditions for the

th frame and its packet loss rate experienced at the de-
coder. Although the transmitter cannot use this information to
re-encode frames through , because they are al-
ready sent out, it can use the feedback information to refine the
distortion estimate for these frames and, therefore, for the th
frame as well.

The estimation refinement starts with the th frame, be-
cause now the transmitter has the exact channel conditions for
this frame. For purposes of the recursive computations, it also
temporarily assumes that the channel conditions stay constant at
the conditions of the th frame up to the th frame. From
frame up to and including frame , the source trans-
mitter recursively recomputes the first and second moments for
each pixel according to this newest known packet loss rate. For
frame , the transmitter estimates distortion based on these re-
fined estimates and , and selects a mode.
The refined computation prevents the accumulation of estima-
tion error.

This refined estimation algorithm should yield better perfor-
mance than the simple estimation method. The refined estima-
tion method adjusts the estimates at each time interval, so only
the moments of in the last frames may be incorrect
because the transmitter does not yet have feedback information
for these frames.

The computational complexity is higher than for the simple
estimation case, because we need to re-compute the moments of
the previous frames. For in the range of 0–20 (equivalently,
0–600 ms for 30 fps, and 0–200 ms for 10 fps), this complexity
is modest. Also, the refined estimation algorithm needs more
storage to store the moments of the th frame
and . As in the simple estimation method, it needs
to store the moments of the th frame
and and all the intra/intermode selections and
quantization step choices of each MB from the th frame
through the current frame.

B. Feedback of ACK/NACK

Another kind of feedback information is to specify lost
packets via ACK or NACK. This type of feedback information
was used in [5], where the refined distortion estimation was
proposed and shown to outperform simple estimation. For the
packet erasure channel, the packet erasure rate of the channel
can be inferred from the ACK/NACK feedback; while for the
wireless or the tandem channels, the channel conditions cannot

be inferred from the packet drop rate after the channel decoder,
since different FEC is used for different wireless channel
conditions.

For a fixed feedback delay , the transmitter can now exactly
calculate the decoder reconstruction up to frame , but
the packet loss history from frame to frame is
still unknown. To use the feedback information, as shown in [5,
Section V], the transmitter will recompute exactly the th
frame of decoder reconstruction by employing error conceal-
ment whenever the packets were lost; then the reconstructed
frame is used to initialize the recursion formulas to estimate the
distortion from frame up to frame ; at last, the re-
fined estimates and are incorporated into the
R-D optimization mode selection.

For the tandem varying channel, sending back both the
channel conditions and the ACK/NACK information can result
in further improvement of the performance, by decreasing
the mismatch loss from tracking the channel variation, and
employing the exact error concealment from the ACK/NACK
information together.

Again, the computational complexity involved in updating all
the intermediate frames may be a problem, and the performance
degrades as the delay increases. When the delay is large, we can
ignore the feedback information to reduce complexity with a
relatively small penalty in performance.

C. Performance Analysis and Simulation Results

As before, the source encoder is implemented by modifying
the H.263+ coder. The system is operated over a time-varying
tandem channel. The source is 300 frames from “Carphone” at
30 fps with packet length 400 bits. The feedback performance
is compared with delays of zero, 10 and 20 frames.

In Fig. 16, a channel with and varying packet loss
rate is considered. The variation of over time (frame) is
shown in Fig. 15(a) in the range from 5% to 20%. Fig. 16(a)
shows the system performance with re-sync per packet over
different target transmission rates. The top curve is for the
instantaneous feedback of ACK/NACK; note that, for a pure
packet erasure channel, the packet erasure rate can be inferred
from the ACK/NACK information, so this curve actually corre-
sponds to the use of both instantaneous ACK/NACK feedback
information and channel condition feedback. The bottom curve
is for the system without feedback; the encoder assumes a
packet erasure rate equal to the average 12.5%. The other
curves on the figure corresponds to feedback of only channel
conditions with delay of 0, 10, and 20 frames; for the delayed
feedback, simple and refined estimation are also compared. It
is shown that the refined estimation method outperforms the
simple estimation by more than 1 dB, and the feedback of the
additional information of ACK/NACK can yield a further gain
in performane. In Fig. 16(b), we show the PSNR of each frame
for the system with re-sync per packet at the target transmission
rate of 400 kbps, for the feedback of channel conditions with
both instantaneous and 20 frame delay. The PSNR with refined
feedback almost achieves the upper limit for instantaneous
feedback, because the error model of this channel is piecewise
constant with period longer than the fixed feedback time. The
PSNR with simple estimation results in a larger gap.
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Fig. 15. Channel variation model over time. (a) Time-varying channel packet erasure rate over time. (b) Time-varying channel bit-error rate over time.

Fig. 16. PSNR performance over the time-varying pure packet erasure channel given in Fig. 15(a), system with re-sync per packet, Carphone QCIF 30 fps, and
packet length 400 bits. (a) PSNR performance versus transmission rate. (b) PSNR performance versus frame number at 400 kbps.

Fig. 17. PSNR performance over the time-varying pure wireless bit-error channel given in Fig. 15(b), system with re-sync per packet, Carphone QCIF 30 fps,
and packet length 400 bits. (a) PSNR performance versus transmission rate, with instantaneous feedback. (b) PSNR performance versus transmission rate, with 20
frames delayed feedback.

Fig. 17 shows the performance over a channel with varying
bit errors, and packet erasure rate . The variation of

is shown in Fig. 15(b). We chose a smoothly varying curve so
that it plausibly could represent a realization of a channel with
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Fig. 18. PSNR performance over a tandem channel with both time-varying packet erasure rate and bit-error rate, which is the combination of Fig. 15(a) and (b),
system with re-sync per packet, Carphone QCIF 30 fps, and packet length 400 bits. (a) PSNR performance versus transmission rate, with instantaneous feedback.
(b) PSNR performance versus transmission rate, with 20 frames delayed feedback.

memory. The performance versus transmission bit rate for var-
ious combinations of instantaneous feedback of channel condi-
tions and of ACK/NACK are shown in Fig. 17(a), for the system
with re-sync per packet. For the case of no feedback, the trans-
mitter assumes the channel bit-error rate is always 0.01; thus,
it keeps using the RCPC code with rate 2/3. It is shown that
combined feedback yields better performance than the use of
only one type of feedback. In Fig. 17(b) we show the PSNR
versus transmission bit rate for 20-frame delayed feedback of
both types of information. For feedback of channel conditions,
the refined and simple estimation methods are compared. Again,
combined feedback results in best performance, and refined es-
timation outperforms simple estimation. Note that the perfor-
mance of the simple estimation scheme with feedback is worse
than that of choosing an appropriate “average” channel condi-
tion in the absence of feedback.

Fig. 18 shows the performance over a tandem channel model
with time-varying bit-error rate and time-varying packet erasure
rate, which accounts for the conditions illustrated in Fig. 15(a)
and (b). Fig. 18(a) and (b) show the PSNR performance versus
transmission bit rate of various combinations of feedback in-
formation, in conjunction with either instantaneous feedback
or 20-frame delayed feedback, respectively. We observe similar
trends here; once again the advantage of combined feedback in-
formation and refined estimation is evident.

In summary, simulation results showed that combined feed-
back of both channel conditions and ACK/NACK information
improve system performance compared to the feedback of just
one type of information. For feedback of channel conditions, the
refined estimation method substantially outperforms the simple
estimation method.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a transmission scheme for fixed-
length packet video. The transmission channel is a tandem
channel which models both packet erasures and bit errors. We
solve this tandem channel R-D optimization problem in two
steps. First, we propose a video encoder using optimal inter/in-

tramode selection, operating over the wireline erasure-only
channel. Then we added the wireless component. For this we
used a concatenation of an inner RCPC coder and an outer CRC
coder. Packets that fail the CRC check are dropped, so the tandem
channel could be treated as a packet erasure channel. Detailed
simulations were done to evaluate the performance over both
constant and varying hybrid channel conditions. For the varying
channel with delayed feedback information, it was shown that the
refined estimation could dramatically improve the performance.
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